
Unit – 25: Why does the frog croak? 

[Here the information of the story is given shortly from your text book.] 

Characters  Frog (Bluster) 

 Rabbit (Moxie) 

 Lizard (Pluck) 

 Fox 

 Rat 

 The Birds 

 

Frogs in past   had beautiful voices 

 could sing more beautiful than birds 

 

Bluster’s Voice   the most beautiful voice 

 all the animals enjoyed listening to him 

 animals asked to teach them he to sing 

 Bluster always said “NO” 

 

A Plan   all the animals made a plan to take Bluster’s Voice 

 every animals wanted to have the small pieces of his 

voice 

 animals decided not to tell the birds but birds heard 

their plan 

 

Bluster’s voice 

gone! 
 Pluck and Moxie went to Bluster’s home midnight 

 took out his voice and put it into a glass jar 

 

A Mess  the jar fell in to the ground and broke 

 Bluster’s voice were in hundred pieces 

 animals started searching but couldn’t find 

 decided to come in the morning  

 

Birds win  Birds found Bluster’s voice 

 Picked up all the pieces  

 

Animals  didn’t find Bluster’s voice 

 lost the beautiful voice forever 

 



Bluster’s Fate  Only can say “Croak ... Croak”  

 

Activity: 

1. Match the column A with column B. 

A B 

a. Plan i. to rest closing eyes 

b. Surely ii. without making any sound 

c. Decide iii. a set of things to do 

d. Quietly iv. certainly 

e. Sleep  v. to make decision  

 

2. Match the column A with column B.  

A B 

a. Dark i. exhausted  

b. Fall ii. very little light 

c. Tired iii. to look for something  

d. Search  iv. doing something with attention 

e. Ground  v. to drop down 

f. Carefully  vi. solid surface 

 

3. Write ‘T’ for correct statement and ‘F’ for wrong statement.  

a. Each animal wanted to have a big piece of Bluster’s voice. 

b. The frogs can sing more beautifully than birds. 

c. Moxie is a lizard. 

d. The animals didn’t reveal their plan to the birds. 

e. Bluster’s voice was stolen at midnight. 

f. Finally the birds got the Bluster’s voice. 

g. Pluck is a rabbit. 

h. Bluster did not wanted to share his voice with others. 

 

4. Answer the following questions. 

a. Why did all the animals and birds want to have Bluster’s voice? 

b. Who made the plan to steal Bluster’s voice? 

c. Who went to Bluster’s home? 

d. Why the animals couldn’t find Bluster’s voice? 

e. Where did the animals keep Bluster’s voice? 

 



f. Why were the animals tired? 

g. Who got the Bluster’s voice? When? 

h.  How do you feel about Bluster? Write your opinion.  

 

  


